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A Closer Look into the AnastasiaDate Online Dating Services
Introduction
AnastasiaDate is a name that needs no introduction in the online dating industry. Mainly, the company functions as an
international dating service that connects Western men with the most exquisite and available ladies from Russia, Ukraine
and other Eastern European countries.

Since its founding in 1993 by an American-Russian couple, it has garnered a staggering 1,000,000 million members and
counting as well as 80 million online visitors per year. The success is mainly credited to AnastasiaDate’s steadfast
involvement in client safety, its constant commitment to customer happiness and dynamic pursuit of innovation.

The name of the company is based off of one of Russia’s most historical figures, the Grand Duchess Anastasia
Nikolaevna who was rumoured to have escaped abroad after the Russian Revolution of 1917. The name represents
intelligence, beauty, mystery and cross-border relations. This name is indeed appropriate, evoking Russia’s multi-layer
culture and reminding us of an era of transformation.

From then until now, Anastasia Date has become a leading powerhouse in the industry and it has enhanced its services such as Romance Tours which
have become popular worldwide, having the most beautiful women from Russia, Ukraine, Moldova, Serbia, etc. enlist on the website.

Currently, AnastasiaDate has over 300 full-time international teams working from USA, Columbia, Russia, China, and Kenya. Having already built
momentum, AnastasiaDate’s future is looking bigger and brighter than ever.

Company Goal

The aim is simple. With AnastasiaDate’s unique dating tools and customer-aimed services, the goal is to bridge a connection, to help single people from
different parts of the world meet, broadening their reach for love and narrowing their chances of finding their better half with just one click of a button.

Services

The services and tools that are found on Anastasia Date are big factors to its success. These features give members a media for communication and
connection. The obstacles that distance gives are reduced or minimized. With these services, giving of gifts, understanding languages, reading and
replying to messages in real time, etc. becomes possible.

5 of AnastasiaDate’s Most Used Tools and Services

1. Live Chat

Live Chat is a tool that allows a member to instantly converse with a foreign lady through the internet. Messages and responses will be sent and read in
real time. There’s no need to wait to get a response as long as your chosen European lady on the other end is online. A member may also choose to chat
with a lady with the use of video.

Advantages:
• Allows a member to chat with two or more ladies simultaneously without having to close one chat window.
• Receive and reply to messages in real time.
• With video option: Allows a member to see the other person (One way video only).

Accessing the Tool:
• The Live Chat tool can be found on any Anastasia Date lady’s profile. Check for online ladies and click on the “Live Chat” icon to open the chat window.
• On the home screen, a small window on the right hand-side will pop-up showing different ladies who are currently online. Click on “Start Chat Now” to
chat with a certain lady.

http://anastasiaaffiliate.go2cloud.org/aff_c?offer_id=12&aff_id=26082
http://anastasiadate.co/
http://m.anastasiadate.com
http://anastasiadateladies.com/online-dating-an-anastasiadate-review/


2. Live Video (CamShare)

This is another AnastasiaDate.com tool that’s similar to Live Chat, but with the additional features of video and voice. A member can receive real time chat
messages and voice messages while seeing each other live.

Advantages:
• Receive and reply to chat messages in real time.
• With voice option: Have a more realistic conversation.
• With video option: Allows a member to see the other person and vice versa (Two way video).

Accessing the Tool:
• Accessing this tool is similar to accessing the Live Chat function. See the ladies who are currently online and then check their profile for a “Video” icon
which can be found on a lady’s profile picture. Click CamShare located on the right of their profile picture to begin the video session.

3. Email Me

This tool allows a member to send emails to a lady of his choosing. In this email message, a member can attach his photo or any other file he wishes to
send. Unlike the Live Chat function, a member would have to wait for a response and the waiting time solely depends on the lady’s online availability.

Advantages:
• Allows a member to send longer messages.
• Has the option to send photos or other files.
• Composing messages via this function requires effort and thought, making the message more meaningful.

Accessing the Tool:
• Access a lady’s profile and click on ‘Email Me’.
• See the ladies who are online and then click on the envelope icon found underneath the profile picture.

4. Date Me / Date a Lady

This is a unique service being offered by AnastasiaDate. It is a program where the company assists registered members to set up a meeting with the
ladies they have been corresponding with on the website. The sole purpose of this service is to help the would-be couple to determine their compatibility
by spending time together in a safe and controlled environment.

Advantages:
• Allows a member to meet the lady he is corresponding with face to face.
• Offers a hassle free meeting as AnastasiaDate provides logistical assistance as well as interpreting services.
• Eliminates the possibility of a lady not showing up at a meeting.

Availing of this Service:
• On a lady’s profile, click on Date Me. As a prerequisite, and to validate the intentions of both parties, a member must send five letters and receive five
responses from a lady.
• Once this step is finished, a member must fill out a request form as well as background form. A confirmation will be sent after a period of time and the
meeting is arranged and set up by AnastasiaDate.

5. Call Me

This service allows a member to place a phone call and have a conversation with a lady of his choosing. There are 3 options to this service:

• Phone Reservation
o This option is done to schedule a phone call between a lady and a member. Translation services are used for this option.

• Instant Call
o This option allows a member to instantly make a call to a lady via AnastasiaDate’s standby operators.

• Collect Call
o This allows a lady to call a member through the phone.

Advantages:
• A member will be able to receive and give out phone calls, hearing the lady’s voice.
• The actual phone call does not require an internet connection to take place.

Availing of this Service:
• On a lady’s profile, click on Call Me. The next step is filling up a reservation form or calling the hotline operators to choose your desired Call Me option.

Other services to-be members can look forward to:

• Romance Tours
• Flowers & Presents
• Virtual Gifts
• AnastasiaDate BONUS Program

Social Channels

Anyone can connect and get updates on AnastasiaDate.com through one of the following social media profiles:

     

Expect to see new profiles of the ladies, useful information about the services and current promotions, dating tips, videos and a whole lot of pictures from

https://www.facebook.com/anastasiadate
http://www.twitter.com/anastasiadate
https://plus.google.com/+anastasiadate/posts
http://www.pinterest.com/anastasiadate/
https://instagram.com/anastasia_date/
https://www.youtube.com/user/anastasiadate


gorgeous Russian ladies waiting for the love of their life to come and contact them. Visit each channel and subscribe today.

Anti-Scam Policy

Anyone with an internet connection and a computer or a smart phone can sign up to a random dating site and start contacting the people they are
interested in. However, only a few dating sites in the industry truly offer customer safety.

Inevitably, online scammers have seized the opportunity to gain dishonestly using the online dating system. But with AnastasiaDate’s scam prevention
policy, a registered member will be able to enjoy corresponding and contacting ladies without having to worry about being scammed or being ripped off.
Members can be sure that the AnastasiaDate team keeps a watchful eye on all the activity on the website, checking personal and contact information of the
ladies regularly.

In the event that something does happen and a member feels that he has somehow been scammed, they can file a complaint with the customer service
team, attaching any kind of evidence they have gathered. The team will then investigate the matter and contact you to discuss the appropriate actions to
take.

To sum up, all AnastasiaDate members are in good hands – hands belonging to a company that’s devoted to and takes pride in the safety and satisfaction
of its members.

Success Stories

Love is in the air no matter what time of the year and AnastasiaDate.com has proof of this. Successful love stories are being published almost every
month as new and happy couples share their experiences of finding love through AnastasiaDate.com. Let’s take a look at the latest ones:

Oksana and Duncan

Oksana and Duncan first met in July 2013. Both of them had been registered with AnastasiaDate for some time before they found each other. At first, the
couple exchanged emails, but soon began to use the Live Chat feature. They were in contact almost every day until after a month of communication,
Duncan ordered a telephone conversation through the site. Oksana describes this experience as very emotional as both were nervous to hear each other’s
voice for the first time. Their fears vanished as soon as they began conversing as if by magic. Read Oksana and Duncan’s story here.

Lyudmila and Frank

As Lyudmila is describing her experience with online dating, she says she is very happy to have met the best man in the world on AnastasiaDate.com. She
wishes to thank the agency for helping make her dreams come true and admires the company’s dedication to helping single people find love again.
Lyudmila met Frank last year and so far they have met three times already. While it’s difficult to spend time apart, Lyudmila admits Frank makes her very
happy and says he is the man of her dreams. The most important thing to Lyudmila is that her partner loves her son and the country she’s from. Read
Lyudmila and Frank’s full love story here.

Conclusion

There’s nothing like AnastasiaDate.com where the possibility of finding love in Russia, Ukraine, South America and Asia
are greater. Being the one leading the international dating industry, AnastasiaDate might just meet almost all of your
expectations – high quality in service, in tools, in uniqueness and in innovation. Signing up to AnastasiaDate is also a
chance for you to experience the safety and the customer satisfaction that everyone expects from a top dating website.

     

http://www.anastasiaweb.com/success_stories/Oksana-and-Duncan.php
http://www.anastasiaweb.com/success_stories/lyudmila-and-frank.php
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